Detecting grain rotation at the nanoscale
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It is well-believed that below a certain particle size, grain boundary-mediated plastic deformation (e.g., grain rotation, grain boundary sliding and diffusion) substitutes for conventional dislocation nucleation and motion as the dominant deformation mechanism. However, in situ probing of grain boundary processes of ultrafine nanocrystals during plastic deformation has not been feasible, precluding the direct exploration of the nanomechanics. Here we present the in situ texturing observation of bulk-sized platinum in a nickel pressure medium of various particle sizes from 500 nm down to 3 nm. Surprisingly, the texture strength of the same-sized platinum drops rapidly with decreasing grain size of the nickel medium, indicating that more active grain rotation occurs in the smaller nickel nanocrystals. Insight into these processes provides a better understanding of the plastic deformation of nanomaterials in a few-nanometer length scale.

The plastic deformation of conventional polycrystalline metals has been well-studied. The plastic behavior of coarse-grained metals (with particle size larger than 100 nm) is mainly controlled by the nucleation and motion of lattice dislocations. Plastic deformation by dislocation glide results in crystallite rotations, generating lattice preferred orientation or texture. The anisotropic physical properties of a polycrystalline material are strongly related to the preferred alignment of its crystallites. Texture studies are of interest in many fields. In material science and engineering, texture control is essential in improving the strength and lifetime of structural materials (1). In Earth science, understanding texture development of minerals is important for interpreting seismic anisotropy in the Earth’s interior (2–5).

The plastic deformation of nanomaterials has attracted much interest in recent years (6–12), but many controversies still exist (6–17). Various mechanisms have been reported (8, 11–18). It has been proposed that below a critical length scale the strength of nanomaterials would exhibit an inverse Hall–Petch size dependence because in the plastic deformation of fine nanocrystals, dislocation activity gives way to grain boundary (GB) sliding, diffusion, and grain rotation (7). If GB-mediated mechanisms dominate plastic deformation, it would yield a d−4 dependence on grain rotation rate, where d is the grain size (9), i.e., grain rotation activity would be greatly enhanced in fine nanocrystals. Grain-rotation-induced crystallographic alignment has been observed in 2–3-nm ferricyhtrite nanocrystals (15–17). In contrast, computer simulations suggest that GB mobility drops with decreasing grain size (19, 20). Although the observation of grain rotation during deformation of micrometer-sized crystals is feasible (21, 22), in situ probing of grain rotation of ultrafine nanocrystals is difficult, precluding the direct exploration of mechanics at nanometer scales. Whether grain rotation becomes more active and dominant in finer nanocrystals is not yet experimentally verified. In this work, radial diamond-anvil cell (rDAC) X-ray diffraction (XRD) experiments (2) are used to make in situ observation of the texturing of stressed polycrystalline platinum in nickel media of various mean particle sizes, from 500 nm down to 3 nm.

The texturing change of platinum is expected to reflect some activity at the GBs of the nickel medium.

Radial Diamond-Anvil Cell X-Ray Diffraction Measurements

We deformed the platinum and nickel mixture samples plastically in rDACS (Fig. S1). The nickel powders (Fig. S2) were pressed to form an ~10-μm-thick foil. Fragments of the foil were loaded in the gasket chamber. A small fragment of a few-micrometers-thick platinum foil was sandwiched by nickel foils. The XRD experiments were performed at beamline 12.2.2, Advanced Light Source, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, CA. The platinum particles have a size of ~1 μm. The particle sizes of the nickel medium are 500 ± 45 nm, 20 ± 8 nm, and 3 ± 0.9 nm, respectively. The relatively narrow size distributions allow the investigation of the size dependence of grain rotation. Both platinum and nickel particles are spherical in shape (Fig. 1). When shear stress is applied to polycrystals, individual crystals deform preferentially on slip planes. This results in crystal rotations that in turn lead to texture development (1). The radial diffraction images show variations in diffraction peak position with respect to the compression direction, indicating differential stresses in the material. They also display systematic intensity variations that can be used to deduce texture (Fig. 1 and Figs. S3–S6). For instance, the diffraction intensity of the platinum in 3-nm nickel at 37.0 GPa is minimal in the compression direction for the (111) diffraction peak, but it is maximal for the (220) peak (Fig. S5). The variations in diffraction intensity can best be seen in the “unrolled diffraction” images recorded as a function of diffraction angle (Fig. 2).

Results and Discussion

Rietveld refinement with MAUD software was used to analyze the differential stress (23), microstructure, and texture of the
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samples at each pressure. Texture is represented with inverse pole figures (IPFs) of the compression direction (Fig. 3 and Fig. S7). These show the probability of finding the poles (normal) to lattice planes in the compression direction. The IPF maximum of coarse nickel particles is at the (110) corner (Fig. S7), indicating that the (110) lattice planes are oriented at high angles to the compression direction, consistent with {111}〈110〉 slip of fcc crystals. As shown in Fig. 4, at 35 GPa the intensity maxima positions of diffraction line (111) of platinum and 500-nm nickel differ by about 17° in terms of azimuthal angle. Accordingly, the IPF maximum of platinum does not appear around the (110) corner, different from the typical IPF profile of fcc crystals under uniaxial compression, suggesting that the strain heterogeneity occurs in platinum. This may arise from the low content of platinum in the sample mixture. The loaded platinum sample is very thin. The low diffraction intensity of platinum relative to nickel media indicates the low platinum content. Therefore, the shear mode in platinum, more like a plane strain mode, is different from the compressional shear mode in the nickel media. This is evident by the asymmetric profile of the diffraction ring of Pt (111) about the compression axis (vertical) (Fig. 4).

A surprising observation is that the texture strength of platinum drops systematically with decreasing particle size of the nickel media (Fig. 3). The changes in the texture strength of nickel media reflect the change of dislocation- and GB-mediated activities in different-sized nickel nanocrystals (Fig. S7). However, the particle sizes of the platinum sample in all runs are the same. At the same stress level, the texturing of the same-sized platinum should be closely similar if the GB interaction between platinum and nickel particles is the same. As shown in Fig. 3, obvious change in texturing strength is observed in platinum. For instance, at around 37 GPa, the texture strength of platinum is 2.7 and 1.5 multiples of random distribution (m.r.d.) in 500- and 20-nm nickel media, respectively. It drops to 1.2 m.r.d. in 3-nm nickel medium. The large texture loss of platinum can arise from two factors: (i) the lack of shear stress due to the loss of pressure gradients, or (ii) the enhanced grain rotation in fine nanocrystals that destroys the texture of neighboring platinum particles.

From the differential strain of lattice, differential stress and thus shear stress can be calculated. According to the MAUD analysis, at ~37 GPa the shear stress in platinum with 3-, 20-, and 500-nm nickel medium is about 2.7, 1.5, and 1.5 GPa, respectively (Table 1). According to dislocation theory (8, 26), with the approximation that the source size is equal to the particle size (D), the critical shear stress needed to nucleate a full dislocation is

---

**Fig. 1.** Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of bulk-sized platinum (Upper Left) and nickel (Upper Right) before compression, and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of the 20 (Lower Left) and 3 nm (Lower Right) nickel particles as synthesized.

**Fig. 2.** Azimuthally (0–360°) unrolled diffraction images of 1-μm platinum in 3-nm (A), 20-nm (B), and 500-nm (C) nickel media. To enable direct comparison between runs, pressures are rounded (precise values are given in Fig. 3). The long black arrows represent the maximal compression direction and the short arrows the minimal compression direction. The curvature within the diffraction lines indicates that the sample is stressed. Texture is evident as the systematic intensity variations of the diffraction peaks along the azimuthal direction. The diffraction of platinum mixed with 20- and 3-nm nickel particles at 3 GPa was taken with an X-ray wavelength of 0.4133 Å. For all other measurements, a wavelength of 0.4959 Å was used.
where \( \mathbf{b}_f \) is the Burgers vector, and \( G \) is the shear modulus. The factor \( a \) is taken to be 0.5 for edge dislocations and 1.5 for screw dislocations. It is estimated that the critical shear stress for nucleation of an edge dislocation in 1-\( \mu \)m platinum is 0.1 GPa. The measured shear stress is far above this value. Dislocations can form in the platinum in all cases with the three nickel media, which is confirmed with the texturing of platinum in 500-nm nickel. As shown in Fig. 2, the large curvatures of the 2D diffraction lines of nickel nanocrystals also provide strong evidence for the shear stress in ultrafine nickel nanocrystals (24, 27). Therefore, it is excluded that the observed texture loss of platinum in ultrafine nickel media arises from the lack of shear stress. The grain rotation of nickel media is likely to account for the texture loss.

It is known that dislocation glide on preferred slip systems gives rise to crystallographic texture whereas grain rotation or GB sliding alone randomizes the grain orientation distribution (6, 28). It is found that grain rotation is driven by the change of GB energy (28). The angle between boundaries is a measure of the relative energies of the GBs. Deformation-induced grain shape changes, GB diffusions, nucleation, and motion of dislocations usually lead to the change of GB angles, and grains rotate to minimize interfacial energies. Previous observations indicate that grain rotation is random. Therefore, the textures, in favor of the operative slip systems, can be destroyed by GB-mediated grain rotation.

Uniaxial compression provides the shear stress that generates dislocation nucleation, and fiber textures hence form in the platinum. The texture is reasonably strong in platinum mixed with 500-nm nickel. An obvious drop of texture strength can be seen when mixed with 20-nm nickel medium. Surprisingly, the textures of the same bulk-sized platinum get almost completely lost when mixed with 3-nm nickel medium. The systematic texture loss of the platinum provides compelling evidence that deformation-induced grain rotation is strongly grain size dependent.

The physics behind the observed texture loss due to the nickel media can be understood by considering the size and pressure

\[
\tau_f = \frac{2aGb_f}{D} \quad [1]
\]

Fig. 3. Inverse pole figures of platinum in 3-nm (A), 20-nm (B), and 500-nm (C) nickel media along the compression direction (normal direction). Equal area projection and a linear scale are used. (The texture scale is renormalized in BEARTEX for replotting under the same color scale.) The degree of lattice preferred orientation (texture strength) is expressed as multiples of random distribution (m.r.d.), where m.r.d. = 1 denotes random distribution and a higher m.r.d. number represents stronger texture. The inverse pole figures of the nickel media are shown in Fig. S7.

Fig. 4. At 35 GPa, the intensity maxima of diffraction line (111) of platinum and 500-nm nickel differ greatly in position. (Left) The two plots are the same diffraction image with different intensity contrast for better view of Ni (111) and Pt(111), respectively. (Right) Overlapping of the left two images for comparing the position of diffraction intensity maxima.

**Table 1. Differential stress of platinum mixed with nickel medium**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pressure, GPa</th>
<th>In 500 nm Ni, GPa</th>
<th>In 20 nm Ni, GPa</th>
<th>In 3 nm Ni, GPa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The differential stress obtained from the fit to the experimental data provides an estimate of shear stress as well as a lower-bound estimate of materials’ shear strength (24). The elastic constants of platinum at pressure used for the data fit are from ref. 25.
Table 2. Calculated critical shear stress needed for nucleation of dislocations (Eq. 1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particle size of nickel</th>
<th>3 nm</th>
<th>20 nm</th>
<th>500 nm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type of dislocations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Edge, GPa</td>
<td>Screw, GPa</td>
<td>Edge, GPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical shear stress</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>37.0</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>for nucleation of a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>full dislocation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the calculations, \( b_0 = 0.244 \text{ nm} \) (9), \( G = 76 \text{ GPa} \) (27, 29), \( \nu = 0.31 \) (27).

effects on the dislocations. As shown in Table 2, the critical shear stress for dislocation nucleation increases dramatically with decreasing particle size. At the same stress level, generation of dislocations is relatively easier in coarser crystals. At pressure, compression-induced deformation leads to energy increase of the samples. Dislocation content is larger in coarse crystals. The motion of dislocations results in plastic deformation and grain shape change to minimize the system energy and equilibrate the interactions among neighboring grains. Coarse grains need larger torque and energy for rotation and hence have a low rotation rate (28). In finer nanocrystals, much higher shear stress is needed for the nucleation of dislocations. Dislocations play little part in equilibrating the system. Instead, grains rotate to minimize the compression-induced energy increase. Therefore, finer nanocrystals have a higher rotation rate (28). The grain rotation of nickel nanocrystals leads to rotation of neighboring platinum particles. The orientations of platinum particles are hence changed, which results in the loss of texture.

These results emphasize the importance of rDAC XRD experimentation in assessing plastic deformation in nanomaterials. Through a combination of textural and stress analysis, the size effect on grain rotation can be assessed. Our results demonstrate that grain rotation is much more active in finer nanocrystals. Such in situ high-pressure textural studies thus provide the means to investigate deformation mechanisms and help constrain the fundamental physics of deformation at the nanoscale.
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